
A20-year-old man with no previous his-
tory of penetrating trauma sustained
multiple gunshot wounds to his torso

and left leg.
The patient was hemodynamically stable and

received a score of 15 on the Glasgow Coma
Scale. His clothing was removed, and he was
noted to have six bullet wounds: one in the left
upper quadrant, one in the left flank, one supra-
pubic, one in the midline of the lower back, one
in the left lateral thigh and one in the left buttock
(Figure 1). All of the wounds were small (< 1 cm
diameter), semicircular skin defects with no sub-
stantial associated loss of soft tissue. Further
examination showed that the patient had diffuse
peritonitis and gross hematuria. His lower limbs
were neurovascularly intact, but severe abdomi-
nal pain caused him to move them with diffi-
culty. Sonography showed intraperitoneal fluid.
Radiographs of his torso and left leg showed two
bullets in his left thigh (Figure 2A) and none 
in his torso. Based on these findings and the
patient’s recollection of being shot from behind,
we believed wound 2 represented the entrance
wound of one bullet, wound 1 was the corre-
sponding exit wound, wound 5 was the entrance
wound of a second bullet and wound 3 its corre-
sponding exit wound. Because two bullets ap -
peared to be visible on a radiographic image of
the patient’s left thigh, we surmised that wounds
4 and 6 represented the entrance wounds of two
separate bullets.

During a laparotomy, injuries to the patient’s
bowel and bladder were identified and repaired.
The wound to the patient’s left thigh was also
explored during surgery, as what was thought to
be a bullet was palpable superficially. However,
this “bullet” was in fact a Canadian penny that
had apparently been struck by a bullet and driven
into the subcutaneous tissues of the thigh (Figure
2B). The bullet itself was deeper in the thigh and
was left in situ.

The “bullet rule” has been previously de -
scribed1 and is used to avoid missing important
injuries by better understanding the potential tra-
jectory and location of bullets.1–3 The rule states

that the sum of the number of bullet wounds and
actual bullets seen on diagnostic imaging should
always be an even number. Bullets can either tra-
verse the body and leave both entrance and exit
wounds, or they can enter and remain in the
body. In the latter case, the patient would have
one bullet wound and one bullet visible on imag-
ing.

For our patient, finding a penny instead of a
bullet led us to look for another in situ bullet, as
he now had six bullet wounds and only one bullet
evident on imaging (i.e., a sum of 7). Postopera-
tive radiographs located the missing bullet in the
soft tissues of the patient’s right thigh (Figure 3).
Presumably, one bullet entered the patient’s left
buttock, struck his pelvis and deflected through
the soft tissues of his right thigh. Fortunately,
there was no associated vascular or bony injury to
the patient’s right leg.

Discussion

Patients who sustain gunshot wounds are at risk
for serious injuries and often require emergency
surgery.3 All clothing should be re moved and the
patient’s entire body examined from head to toe
to identify all gunshot wounds. Determining the
trajectory of bullets is critical in evaluating these
patients, as the trajectory can determine the need
for surgery and prognosis. For example, selected
tangential abdominal gunshot wounds may be
managed nonoperatively.4,5 Conversely, other tra-
jectories may suggest unfavourable outcomes
and the need for surgery to control damage.6

Determining the trajectory of a bullet can
sometimes be straightforward. Entrance wounds
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• Patients who sustain gunshot wounds must be completely exposed to
identify all wounds.

• The sum of the number of bullet wounds and in situ bullets seen on
diagnostic imaging should be an even number (“the bullet rule”).

• Radiographic investigation should be used to exclude any missed
bullets and associated injuries in patients with gunshot wounds that do
not satisfy the bullet rule.
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often have typical signs such as muzzle marks,
tat tooing and soot. These signs may appear as
dark, circular discolourations and punctate stip-
pling on the skin surrounding the wound, created
by the deposition of combusted and uncom-
busted gun powder exiting the barrel of the
weapon. In addition, entrance wounds may have
inverted, irregular edges with stellate lacerations
caused by the injection of gases into the sub -
cutaneous tissue.7 Exit wounds generally have
everted, irregular edges, usually lack evidence of
soot and tattooing and are often larger than
entrance wounds.7 Furthermore, most bullets that
enter the body travel in a straight line.2,3 Thus,
determining a bullet’s trajectory often only re -
quires identifying the entrance and exit wounds
and determining the straight line between the two
points.

Substantial pitfalls exist, however, with apply-
ing this simple method. Although entrance and
exit wounds can have typical appearances, this
determination is not always clear in the acute set -
ting, and misinterpretation may hinder criminal

and legal investigations.8–10 One such example is
the forensic controversy that arose after the assas-
sination of John F. Kennedy. The frontal wound
in Kennedy’s neck was originally de scribed by
the attending emergency physician as being an
entrance wound, thereby contributing to the con-
fusion over the number of shots fired and the pos-
sibility of a second shooter. However, the trauma
surgeons involved later testified that the wound 
in front of the throat could have been either 
an entrance or exit wound.11 As such, current
forensic recommendations are that trauma clini-
cians not document the interpretation of wounds 
as “entrance” or “exit.” The wound should only
be described in detail and, if possible, pho-
tographed.7,9

Another pitfall in determining trajectory is
the so-called “wandering bullet.” One reason
for this phenomenon is deflection. Bullets that

Figure 2: (A) Radiographic image showing two
objects, both thought to be bullets (arrows), in the
left thigh of a 20-year-old man with multiple gun-
shot wounds. (B) The lateral object removed from
the patient’s thigh was actually a Canadian penny
that had been driven into his thigh by the medial
bullet (B).
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Figure 1: Diagram showing gunshot wounds (numbered 1–6) sustained by a 20-
year-old man with no previous history of penetrating trauma. The likely bullet
trajectories were wounds 2 and 1, representing a single on a through-and-
through course, wounds 5 and 3, representing a second single bullet on a
through-and-through course, and wounds 4 (bullet lodged in left thigh) and 6
(bullet lodged in right thigh), corresponding to entrance wounds where bullets
remained in the body.
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strike rigid changes in density, such as bone,
will often be deflected from their initial
course.12 Another explanation for a change in
trajectory is bullet embolization, first reported
by Schmidt in 1885 as described by Smalls and
Siram.13 In that account, the bullet had pene-
trated the chest, entered the left pulmonary vein
and embolized to the left femoral artery. Since
that first description, numerous other authors
have  reported their experiences with bullet
embolization.14,15

The experience of our patient highlights the
clinical importance of the bullet rule in helping
to determine the trajectory of the wandering
bullet and avoiding missed injuries. Account-
ing for all bullets and all bullet wounds allows
for a basic reconstruction of each bullet’s tra-
jectory, thus identifying organs and tissues at
risk of damage. If the sum of bullet wounds
and in situ bullets is not an even number, fur-
ther diagnostic imaging is necessary to locate
the missing bullet.

Limitations of the bullet rule
Although the bullet rule is a helpful concept,
the term “rule” suggests possibly more strength
of evidence than actually exists. There are
well-documented exceptions to the bullet rule.
One ex ample is two bullets fired in unison as
tandem bullets from a handgun entering the
body through the same entrance wound, but
leaving two bullets in situ;16 another example is
a bullet that ricochets within the calvarium,
entering and exiting from the same point.17

Therefore, the real purpose of the bullet rule is

to remind clinicians to look for additional
injuries and to be diligent in the evaluation of
patients who have suffered gunshot wounds.
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CMAJ remains committed to notifying readers in
a timely way about advisories and warnings
pertaining to serious adverse drug events. A
collection of recent drug advisories from Health
Canada and the US Food and Drug Admini stra -
tion is regularly updated at www .cmaj .ca /misc
/advisories.xhtml.

Figure 3: Radiograph of the patient’s right thigh
showing the “missing bullet” (arrow).


